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8/12/2007

ELIOT HOUSE H
8/12/07 8/12/07 101 DUNSTER STASSAULT REPORT CLOSED1:55 AM 1:55 AM CAMBRIDGE

Officers dispatched to a report of an individual in need of medical assistance. Officers arrived and spoke to the         
reporting party who stated that an individual was becoming increasingly violent and psychically fighting people who were  
attempting to help them. Officers observed the individual sitting backwards on the stairs and yelling. The individual then
became violent, kicking the officer in the thigh and attempting to punch the officer in the face. The individual then     
grabbed another individual by the back of their neck and would not let go of them. Officers placed the individual in      
handcuffs for safety and the individual began kicking the officer again and swearing. The individual was then transported 
via ambulance to a medical facility.                                                                                      

8/12/07 8/12/07 27 EVERETT STASSIST CAMBRIDGE POLICE CLOSED11:09 AM 11:09 AM CAMBRIDGE
Officers approached by an individual who wanted to report a theft. CPD was notified and took over the scene when they     
arrived.                                                                                                                  

HOLLIS HALL NORTH
8/12/07 8/12/07 13 HARVARD YARDTHEFT REPORT ARREST1:06 PM 11:00 AM - 1:00 PM CAMBRIDGE

Officer dispatched to take a report of a stolen blue and silver LG Xnote laptop computer valued at $2000.00, miscellaneous
paperwork and a passport valued at $100.00. A short while later officers were informed that an unknown individual had     
contacted the victim stating that they had their laptop and wanted $300.00 in exchange for the laptop. Officers, along    
with the victim arrived and observed two individuals. The individual stated that they were approached by another          
individual on the street who wanted to sell them a laptop. After they stated that they did not want to buy the laptop the 
individual then left the area, leaving the laptop behind. The victim inquired about the passport to which the individual  
stated it was in the same bag as the laptop. The individual stated they also had a second laptop they wanted to sell to   
the victim. After further investigation it was determined that the owner of the laptop was the victim's roommate. Both    
individuals were run for wants/warrants with negative results and one individual was placed under arrest.                 
                                                                                                                          
Name: Youssef, Jilal                                                                                                      
Age: 31                                                                                                                   
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8/12/2007

Address: 151 Leyden St                                                                                                    
Boston, MA                                                                                                                
Charge(s): Receiving Stolen Property +$250 (2 counts)                                                                     
Receiving Stolen Property - $250                                                                                          

8/12/07 8/12/07 SOLDIERS FIELD RD/N HARVARD STASSIST STATE POLICE CLOSED1:30 PM 1:30 PM ALLSTON
Officer assisted the State Police with a disabled motor vehicle.                                                          

HEMENWAY GYMNASIUM H
8/12/07 8/12/07 1515 MASSACHUSETTS AVESUSPICIOUS PACKAGE CLOSED10:19 PM 10:19 PM CAMBRIDGE

Officer dispatched to a report of a suspicious bag left unattended by the statue. Officer arrived and reports the bag     
contained a broken typewriter and is not suspicious. Officer discarded the broken typewriter.                             


